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Because everyone is pressed for time, the need to look up the summary of this book or that one is sometimes a priority. We know this is not prudent, but sadly, we don’t have an easy way out. Therefore, a wide variety of sites are available containing them. Will be released sometime after prelims 2022. The purpose of these websites and blogs is to
present an informal setting for people to enjoy books without feeling the pressure of making a purchase. We will be adding more images and some really good maps. The major difference will be that, we will be clearly pointing out focus and non-focus areas for the exam. A final date will be confirmed only after the book has gone for print (we don’t
know precisely when this will happen). Peninsular Rivers. Readers can download each of the notes as PDF for free using the ‘print-pdf’ option. Wild Life. But unlike in the case of the Environment, the discounts won’t be substantial. How will the new edition be better? Books to learn Indian Geography and World Geography The best source to study
Geography is NCERT Textbooks from Standard 6 to 12. Follow these guidelines to learn where to find book summaries online.Websites and BlogsMany websites and blogs offer summaries of chapters in books for free to their readers. Some of these channels follow a specific niche topic while others are about books in general.Research or Special
Interest Book Summary WebsitesFor those who need a summary of a book that covers a research or special interest topic, there are dozens of book summary websites focusing specifically on this. Both these streams can be studied under the verticals – Indian Geography and World Geography. Coastal Plains. Economic and Social Geography related
aspects of Indian Geography should be studied in parallel to Physical Geography. (Will be released sometime after prelims 2022) ~400 pages (images alone will consume 150+ pages) Full Colour and great quality similar to PMF IAS Environment Price: The Sale price will be Rs. 499 (Good things don’t come cheap!) It will have the following
subsections: The Universe and the Solar System (minor topic) Evolution of the Surface of the Earth (minor topic) Geomorphology (major topic) Climatology (major topic) Oceanography (major topic) Biogeography (minor topic) Environmental Geography will not be a part of this book since it is already covered in PMF IAS Environment. Vegetation
Tropical Rain-forest. Other useful books for Geography topics are: Additional Reference Books World Geography: World Geography by Majid Husain (Click to buy) Physical Geography: Physical Geography by Savindra Singh (Click to buy) Human Geography: Human Geography by Majid Husain (Click to buy) Learn Geography fast: The study plan
Geography is an important topic for IAS Preliminary as well as Main Exam. Indian Geography In Brief: Topics To Cover Indian Geography can be divided into three – Physical Geography, Economic Geography and Social Geography. Physio-graphic regions Mountains (Himalayas). We will be releasing PMF IAS Geography in multiple parts. The
discipline of Geography is broadly divided into Physical Geography and Human Geography. Forests. Desert Vegetation. Tropical Deciduous Forests. We are working on making the content highly exam-oriented. A practice theoretical approach to the transfer of training practices within German multinational enterprises to China, India, and Mexico
Authors: This post is a compilation of our most viewed notes on Geography, which we think our readers should not miss. Advancing Monsoon. What about PDF subscribers? Most of the topics are explained in very simple language in the basic textbooks and it’s really helpful for the exam. Taking the cue from PMF IAS Environment and the feedback we
received from the aspirants, we are working on making PMF IAS Geography the absolute best by incorporating all the necessary aspects from both the static and dynamic perspectives. Waiting for the new edition will put you in time trouble. The content will 90% remain the same. Learn Geography: Must Read Articles Geography can be broadly
divided into Physical Geography and Human Geography. If that’s not enough, some of these book apps and subscription services also provide links to videos, reports and TED talks for the books, as well.YouTube Channels Offering Book SummariesIf you would rather not read a summary of books, there are many YouTube channels offering book
summaries online. Islands. Alternatively, you can use the website ‘printfriendly.com’ to enter the URL of any posts in ClearIAS.com to download a clean, reader-friendly PDF. Human Geo: Social Geography Learn more about the details like Demographics, poverty, hunger, literacy rates, unemployment etc. Learn how the geography of a region affects
the economic prosperity of the same. While you may not find a short summary of Hamlet, you will see religious book summaries, book summaries for health-related topics, or topics for business-related books.Students Searching for Book SummariesStudents are constantly on the lookout for book summaries for research purposes, as well as for books
they need to read for classes. Part II: Not exactly sure of its organization as of now It might include Indian Geography, World Geography Mapping and Economic Geography as separate parts or as one single part. These “YouTubers” select a book, present information about it, provide insights, highlight reviews about it, and summarize its plot. In our
case, deadlines take a backseat to make way for quality. Some of these services provide audio, PDF, and infographics of the books. The concepts of Geography need to be applied to questions related to Indian Geography as well as World Geography. The non-focus topics will be moved to the “Additional Reading” section. Water. Peninsular Plateau. For
example, they may need a summary of Roberts rules or a simple summary of Macbeth to help them write a research paper, and a book summary website will help them achieve that goal. Physical Geography Land: Water: Air: Applications of Physical Geography: World Geography and Indian Geography Human Geography Applications of Human
Geography: World Geography and Indian Geography Learn more… Check the Geography notes category to read the complete article archives (from the latest posts to the oldest ones). Yes, you will. We will be making the necessary changes to make sure the colour coding is better in Geography). 9/9 Geography Questions from UPSC Prelims 2021 were
easily manageable using the old edition. (A lot of readers have given their feedback after we launched the PMF IAS Environment. The Geography PDF subscribers will get the book in PDF format once the hardcopy is launched. You must continue with the existing PMF IAS Geography PDFs or any other geography material of your choice. Some of the
bloggers and website owners also provide video and audio summaries, as well.Subscription Services and Book AppsIt’s possible to find chapter summaries of books available through subscription services, as well as book apps. This is absolute. How to download ClearIAS Notes? Soil. Every note published on ClearIAS.com has a print-pdf button

attached at the post-bottom-right. Tip: NCERT Books will turn really handy for the preparation of Economic and Social Geography. Northern Plains. If that’s not enough, some of these book apps and subscription services also offer links to videos, reports and TED talks for the books, as well. Some present notes, reflections, and reviews that their
readers can comment on, discuss, or reflect on. from a geography perspective. It is the biggest time killer. These book summary sites contain information about the author, release date, characters, plot, and then move on to the summaries, like a short summary of Othello, for example. We apologize for the inconvenience caused to the readers. Topics
related to the environment like wildlife, Soil, Flora etc should be given stress too. Climate + Four Seasons of India Hot Weather Season. (Will be released sometime before prelims) Part II will be Indian Geography, World Geography and Economic Geography. The Old is already good, the new will be relatively better. Marshy land Vegetation. Natural
Resources Minerals including Petroleum and Natural Gas. We will not make the mistake of announcing a deadline again. The new edition won’t seem bulky since we will be clearly demarcating the focus and non-focus areas for the exam. We want to cater to the changing trends, especially from the dynamic perspective, where the UPSC’s focus
continues to remain. PMF IAS Physical Geography Book is delayed further. Will the subscribers of PMF IAS get a discount on the new edition of PMF IAS Geography? PMF IAS Indian Geography ~150-250 pages We are working on a lot of maps from this section. Part I will be PMF IAS Physical Geography. Cold Weather Season. Can I continue with
the old edition? Not much in terms of content. The major sub-topics under Physical Indian Geography are Physio-graphic divisions, Drainage, Climate, Vegetation, Natural Resources etc. PMF IAS World Geography Mapping FAQs How is the new edition different from the old edition? MORE FROM QUESTIONSANSWERED.NET Score: 0% Rank:
Correct Answer: PMF IAS Physical Geography Book is delayed further. Drainage Himalayan Rivers. All the aspirants waiting for PMF IAS Geography are advised not to wait for it. Human Geo: Economic Geography Study in detail about the economic activities related to Agriculture, Industries and Services in different areas of India. (Monsoon Forests)
Mountain Vegetation. We will be using colour coding extensively to make it easier to identify the focus and non-focus areas. Retreating Monsoon. We advise the aspirants to continue with the old edition. The new edition is going to have better images and maps. PMF IAS Economic Geography ~120 pages The exact dates and details will be confirmed
by the end of March.
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